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JAMES MAPS AND £„ RING SPACES

BY

F. R. COHEN, J. P. MAY AND L. R. TAYLOR

Abstract. We parametrize by operad actions the multiplicative analysis of the total

James map given by Caruso and ourselves. The target of the total James map

J=2jqC(R",X)-^\[QDq(R",X)
<7>0

is an En ring space and j is a S„-map, where 6„ is the little n-cubes operad. This

implies thaty has an n-fold delooping with domain 2"X It also implies an algorithm

for the calculation of j and thus of each (jq) on mod p homology. When « = oo

and p = 2, this algorithm is the essential starting point for Kuhn's proof of the

Whitehead conjecture.

In [2, §4], we analyzed the behavior with respect to pairings of the James maps

j : CX -> QDq(G, X) used in [4] to obtain the stable splittings of spaces CA". In

particular, we proved that if the given coefficient system G has a sum, then the

product of the targets is a ring space and the product of the/ 's is an exponential

77-map. In fact, this is only a fragment of the full structure present in the most

interesting examples.

In the first two sections, we give a parametrized elaboration of this analysis. We

assume the given coefficient system G is a "module" over an operad § and we

deduce, essentially, that

iJq):CX^][QDq(G,X)
q»0

is a S-map. Here Uq>0 denotes the weak infinite product (all but finitely many

coordinates of each point are the basepoint). Technically, we shall replace the target

by its equivalent Q( V i>0 Dq(G, A")) and § by an equivalent, but larger, operad.

This analysis requires the introduction of general notions of additive and multi-

plicative actions of operads on coefficient systems, and these generalizations of the

definitions of an operad and of an action of one operad on another give considerable

added flexibility to the theory of iterated loop spaces developed in [9-13].

When G is G(R"), our results imply that (jq) has an Ai-fold delooping

2"A"-£"( II QDq(R",X)\.
\ q»\ '
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In the case ai = 2, this can be improved to a 2-fold delooping

22A"-£2( II c(R2q,Dq(R2,X))\,

and C(R2q, Dq(R2, X)) may be replaced by Ü2q^2qDq(R2, X) if X is path con-

nected. Moreover, the sequence of maps jq: C(R", X) -» QDq(R", X) is entirely

determined by the multiplicative structure of the "£„ ring space" Wq>Q QDq(R", A").

This fact implies an algorithm for the calculation of the maps/ on homology. We

discuss these implications in §3. Kuhn [6] has made extensive mod 2 calculations on

the basis of the cited algorithm, and he has recently used these calculations to

construct a homotopical resolution of the sphere spectrum [7], thus generalizing the

Kahn-Priddy Theorem and proving a long-standing conjecture of G. W. Whitehead.

Ralph Cohen has pointed out that the spectrum level analogs of the basic

constructions CA" and Dq(G, X) can be used to obtain a totally noncombinatorial

conceptual construction of the space level James maps and to prove their multiplica-

tive properties. The main ideas are explained in his paper [5]. We originally planned

to say more about this here but have decided to defer the discussion to [8], where the

foundational work necessary to make it rigorous is carried out.

This is a sequel to [2], but only §§2-4 of that paper are essential preliminaries to

this one.

1. Additive actions of operads on coefficient systems. We here relate the canonical

James maps of separated coefficient systems to operad actions. As we shall see in a

moment, the following is a natural generalization of the definition of an operad

[9, p. 1].
Definition 1.1. Let S be an operad and G a coeffcient system. Then G is said to be

a S-module if there are maps

y: Qk X 6h X • • • xGh - Gp      /=/, + ••• +jk,

which satisfy the following properties.

(a) If g G §k, h, G §,- for 1 < r < Ac, and cs E Gt¡ for 1 < j <y, then

y(y(g; hx,... ,hk); cx,... ,Cj) = y(g; dx,...,dk),

where d, = y(Ar; cj¡ + ... +y,_,+„. • • ,cjt+... +jr) with d, = * iijr = 0.

(b) y(l; c) = c, where 1 G Ö, is the unit of §.

(c) If g G §k, cr E Gjr, and o G 2¿, then

y(go; cx,...,ck) = yig; c0-,(1),.. .,ca-i(k))a(ju... ,jk),

where o(jx,... ,jk) G 2 ■ is the permutation

J aJl V • •- VjA -L-',,) V • • • Vj„-1(Jt) = j,

the isomorphisms being block sum identifications.

(d) For each fixed g E§k, the maps y(g) specify a Ac-fold sum on G, that is, a

natural transformation Gk -> G ° V, where V : A* ^ A is the Ac-fold wedge.
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Definition 1.2. A S-module G is said to be separated if G is separated and if each

sum y(g) is separated in the sense that the maps

V(g): Il        GjX-'-XGj^Gj
j\+ ■■■ +jk=j

induced by passage to orbit spaces are all injections; G is said to be weakly separated

if each y(g) is weakly separated in the sense that these orbit maps induce a Ac-fold

pairing on {6(ß.)}; compare [2, 4.1].

Example 1.3. When G= §, only the right unit formula y(g; 1*) = g needs to be

added to make Definition 1.1 coincide with the definition of an operad. In

particular, an operad S is a S-module. The little cubes operad Gn is a separated

6n-module.

Example 1.4. Let % = Gn and let G = G(J" X Y) for any space Y, where J is the

open unit interval. Then 6 is a separated §-module with respect to the maps y

specified as follows. For a little cube/: J" -» J" and an element b = (z,,...,zy) of

F(J" X F, /) with zs = (xs, ys), xs E J" andys E Y, define

fb = {(fxx,yx),...,(fxj,yj)).

Then define

y(g;cx,...,ck) = (gxcx,...,gkck)EF(JnX Y, /, + ■■■ +jk)

for g = (gx,...,gk)E Qnk and cr E F(J" X Y, jr), 1 < r =s ac. These maps y are

precisely analogous to the structural maps y of Gn, and centerpoint projection

specifies morphisms g„ : Gn -» G(J") of S„-modules.

Henceforth we write £ instead of J, by abuse.

Example 1.5. If G is a S-module and G' is a S'-module, then QxG' is a

§ X S'-module. If G or G' is weakly separated, then so is G X G'. (The analogous

assertion with "weakly separated" replaced by "separated" is false.)

Recall from [9, p. 5] that an action of an operad § on a space X with basepoint 1 is

a sequence of 2¿-equivariant maps £k : @k X Xk -* A" such that £0(*, *) = 1, £,(1, x)

= x, and

èjiy(g;hx,...,hk);xx,...,Xj) =tk(g;£jlihl,y1),...,iJt(hk,yk))

for g G §k, h, G §j and xs G A, where/ =/, + ••■ +jk and y, is the rth block of jr

variables xs. A S-space with zero, or §0-space for short, is a S-space with a second

basepoint 0 such that £k(g; xx,... ,xk) = 0 if any xr = 0. Thus £k induces a based

map Dr(Q, X) -* X, where the smash powers of A are taken with respect to the

basepoint 0.

We need a number of structures implied by Definitions 1.1 and 1.2. First, we have

the following generalization of the fact that CA" is a 6-space if G is an operad [9, §2].

Lemma 1.6. Let G be a %-module. For based spaces X, CX is functorially a %-space.

Proof. For g G @k, cr E Gh, andyr E XJ\ define

tkis\W>-FiL--.- ta;yk\) =[y(s;cv...,ck); v,,...,vj.

The requisite verifications are trivial.
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Lemma 1.7. Let G be a %-module. For a based space X, define

D(G,X)= V Dq(G, X).
q^O

Then 77(6, A") is functorially a %0-space.

Proof. D0(G, A") = S0, the wedge uses the basepoint 0, and the point 1 is to be

the unit for the ê-action. The maps in the previous proof pass to quotients to give

2 ¿-equivariant maps

S¿ A Dh(G, X) A - - ■ ADh(G, X) - 77,(6, A),

/=/, + ••• +jk, and these provide the required action.

Lemma 1.8. Let G be a weakly separated %-module and define

G =  LI Gq,    where Gq = 6/2, with G0= {*}.
q»0

For §0-spaces X, C(G, X) is functorially a %Q-space.

Proof. C(G, X) is defined using the basepoint 0 G A", and the unit of C(Q, X) is

the element [(*); 1], For g G %k, the action of g is the "composite"

C(G, xr^C(Gk, X^)C{y(gUk(g)lc(G, X),

where ® is given by [2,1.9]. The weak separation property is just enough to ensure

that the second map is defined on the image of the first; it is only defined on the

entire middle space when 6 is a separated S-module. Continuity in g is clear, and the

requisite associativity, unity, and equivariance formulas are inherited from those of y

and the^.

When X = V q^0 Xq, the external sum 0 : V ?s0 C(Gq, Xq) -* C(G, X) of [2,2.5]

is an inclusion. Its image consists of those points [(c,,... ,ck); xx,.. -,xk] which are

diagonally paired in the sense that cr G 6 if and only if x, G Xq, for the same q.

Provided that kk(g) carries A7- A • • • A A, to Xj,j =/, + ••• +jk, this subspace is

closed under the S-action. On the domain of ©, %k may then be viewed as a

parameter space indexing Ac-fold multiplications □ of the sort introduced in [2, §2].

We have chosen to work in the larger space for conceptual clarity and for technical

convenience in the next section.

When 6 is a separated coefficient system, we agree to regard the following

composite as the canonical total James map/:

Cxt' [J C{Gq, Dq(G, X)) Zc(G, 77(6, A"));
q»0

compare [2, §4]. When 6 = 6(7"),/ is induced by sending a finite subset of J" to its

power set (see [2, §6]) and is therefore exponential. The following basic observation

is then just a parametrization of this fact by little cubes.

Proposition 1.9. Let G be a weakly separated %-module. Then j : CX -»

C(G, 77(6, A")) is a map of %-spaces.
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Proof. It suffices to verify that the following diagram commutes for g E %k:

* C(6, 77(6, A"))*

J 8

CÍGk,D(G,X)[k]),

lC(y(g),lk(g))

* C(G,D(G,X))

The results of [2, §§2-4] admit evident generalizations to Ac-fold pairings, and our

diagram is just that of [2, 3.4] as obtained from the Ac-fold weakly separated sum

y(g) : Gk -> 6. Thus it commutes by [2, 4.2],

While we shall generally use this result in the form given, we can of course restrict

the target to the domain of ©. This is advantageous in the following example.

Example 1.10. Consider 6(£") C 9(R"), where 6f(R")q = R"q. While <3>(£") is

of course not separated, it does satisfy the injectivity condition required of separated

6M-modules in Definition 1.2. Therefore Lemma 1.8 applies to it and we have maps

of 6„-spaces:

C(R", X)J1 I] C(£(£", q), Dq(R", X)) - Ü C(ä"V2,, Dq(R", A)).
q>0 q>0

Take ai = 2. Here £2y2? s C/'2q s Cq s R2« by the fundamental theorem of

algebra. This implies a "delooping"

22A-£2({1}X  n c{R2q,Dq(R2,X))\.
\ q>\ I

(See the discussion in §3.)

2. Multiplicative actions of operads on coefficient systems. We want to transport

Proposition 1.9 along the chain of maps connecting its target to QD(G, X). For this

purpose, we reinterpret the action of % on the target in terms of the following

definition.

Definition 2.1. Let % be an operad and 6 a coefficient system. Then % is said to

act multiplicatively on 6 if there is a unit element 1 G 6, and there are maps

X:%kX QjX • ■ ■ xGjk -* Gj,j —jx ■ • -jk, which satisfy the following properties.

(a) If g G %k, hr E %jr for 1 < r < k, and cs E 6, for 1 ^ i </, + • • ■ +jk, then

X(y(g;hx,...,hk),cx,...,cJi + ...+Jk) = X(g; dx,...,dk),

where dr = X(hr; cJ¡ + ... +y,_,+i>- • • .<v, + .■■+],) with dr = 1 if/. = 0.

(b) A(l, c) = c for c E Gj and X(g; \k) = 1 for g G %k.

(c) If g G %k, cr E %jr and o E 2^, then

X(ga; cx,...,ck) =X(g; ca-,(1),.. .,c„-<(k))o(jx,... ,jk),

(CX)k-

U(s)

CX -
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where o(jx,...,jk)E S, is the permutation

j  = Jl   A  ■ ■ •   A\k -*j.-«(l) A   " • •   AÍa-'(k) = j.

the isomorphisms being lexicographic identifications.

(d) For each fixed g G %k, the maps X(g) specify a Ac-fold product on 6, that is, a

natural transformation Gk -* G° A, where A : A* -» A is the Ac-fold smash product.

Example 2.2. When 6 is also an operad, only the analog of (a) involving the

structural maps y of 6 needs to be added to make this definition coincide with the

definition of an action of an operad % on an operad 6 ([11, VI, 1.6], with misprints

corrected in [13, 1.8]). Thus the operad pairs (6, %) used in [11] and [13] provide

examples.

The following example is implicit in Lemma 1.8.

Lemma 2.3. Let G be a weakly separated %-module. Then % acts multiplicatively on

the configuration space coefficient system G(G).

Proof. The point * G 60 C 6 = F(G, 1) is taken to be the unit of G(G). For

g E§k, the maps X(g) are the "composites"

£(ê,/1)x...x£(ë,A)"£(e^,i)^£^^(^7),

j =/, • • -jk. The requisite verifications are straightforward.

Now the action of % on C(G, X) of Lemma 1.8 is seen to be a special case of the

following generic kind of action (which is a direct generalization of [11, VI. 1.8]).

Lemma 2.4. Let % act multiplicatively on G and let X be a %0-space. Then CX is

functorially a %0-space and the natural map 17 : A -» CA" is a §0-map.

Proof. CA is defined using the basepoint 0 G A", r¡ : X -» CA" is specified by

T/(x) = [1; x] and the zero and unit for CA" are the elements tj(0) = [*; *] and tj(1).

The action Hk on CA" is specified in terms of X and the action i-k on A" by the formula

Xig;  X J;   Xik(g'.yr)

for g E %k, cr E Gj, and y, — (xr,,... ,xrj ) E XJr, where 7 runs over the lexico-

graphically ordered set of sequences (/.,...,ik) with 1 <ir<jr and where y,=

(xx ¡ ,...,xk : ) E Xk. The requisite verifications are elementary exercises.

The following omnibus result, whose unexplained notations will be clarified in the

course of the ensuing discussion, will be used in conjunction with Proposition 1.9.

Proposition 2.5. Let Qbe a weakly separated %-module and X a %0-space. Then all

of the following are % X t-maps:

C(G, A") -C(6, A") -Tv^A-ÔA".

Here £ is the linear isometries operad of [11, p. 10], so that &, is the space of linear

isometries (£°°)7 -» £°°. It is an Ex operad; that is, t¡ is 2,-free and contractible. In

multiplicative infinite loop space theory, the little cubes operad Gx used in [2] is an

i*|«; X [cr; yr]
r=\
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inappropriate choice for the canonical additive Ex operad. The little convex bodies

operad of [11] was a clumsy first approximation to the right choice. The definitive

choice was introduced by Steiner [14]. It is denoted %00, and KXX denotes the

associated construction on spaces. As in the proof of [2, 4.6], C(G, A") is constructed

from the product coefficient system G(G) — G(G) X %x, ttx and tt2 are induced

from the projections, and ttx is a homotopy equivalence.

Of course, % X £ acts multiplicatively on G(G) by pullback along the projection

S X £ -» §. Similarly, % X £ acts on the space A. It is a basic property of %x that £,

and therefore also % X £, acts on it. We conclude that % X £ acts on 6(6) in such a

way that the projections to 6(6) and to %x commute with the actions. Therefore ttx

and tt2 are maps of S X £-spaces. It is another basic property of %x that there is a

natural map aœ : Kx X -* QX which is a homotopy equivalence if A is connected

and a group completion in general. Moreover, QX is a § X £-space and ax is a

% X £-map when A" is a Q0-space. These facts imply the proposition.

Actually, much more is true; (%x, % X £) is an operad pair and Tv^ A" is the free

(%x, % X £)-space generated by the §0-space A"; QX is also a (%x, % X £)-space

and aœ : KXX -» QX is a (%x, % X £)-map. Intuitively, these statements mean that

TC^A" and QX are T7-semiring spaces with additions and multiplications parame-

trized by %x and % X £. The parameter spaces encode higher homotopies, and ax

preserves all of this information. When % = 6„, a (%x, % X £)-space is said to be an

£„ ring space. When % is an Em operad, a (%m, % X £)-space is said to be an £M

ring space. The interrelationship between the additive and multiplicative operad

actions provides a very powerful tool for the analysis of the latter. We refer to

[11-14] for details on all of this and turn to a discussion of its calculational

significance in our context of James maps.

3. Implications, interpretations, and delooping theorems. Let % be an operad, 6 a

weakly separated ^-module, and A" a space with basepoint *. Consider the following

commutative diagram:

077(6, A)

KXD(Q, X)

Here tj is the based inclusion, t\(x) = [1; x], determined by a unit 1 G 6,. Clearly r¡

induces a based inclusion, still denoted 17, of A" in 77,(6, A"). If 6, is contractible, as

always holds in practice, the latter inclusion is a homotopy equivalence. Consider the

composites

xlcxtC{Gq,Dq(G,X)).

For # = 0, 60 = (*} and j0 collapses all of CA" to the point [(*), 1], where

1 G 5° = D0(G, X); compare [2, §3]. For q — 1, direct calculation from the defini-

tions gives

ihv)ix)=[(l),r,ix)].
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Similarly, for q > \,jqr¡ is constant at the basepoint. Thus we must define

f,(*) = (jr,)(x) =[8 o (;,)](*) =[<*, 1); l,7,(x)].

If x = *, this is the same point as the unit [<*); 1] of the S-space C(Q, 77(6, A")). To

define f2 and f3, simply replace (*, 1) G F(G, 2) on the right by ((*, 1), ac2) and ac2,

where k2 is any chosen point of %x¿. Of course, f4 = ax^3. Note that £■(*) is

connected to the unit by a path, but is not equal to the unit, if / > 1. Indeed, as

discussed in [9, p. 4], a path in %xX connecting y(k2; *, 1) to the unit 1 determines

all of the required paths. If, as we assume, * is a nondegenerate basepoint of X, we

can replace tj and the f, by homotopic maps such that the diagram is still strictly

commutative but the new maps all carry * to the unit of their target % X £-spaces. To

see this, let A"' = A" V 7 with new basepoint at the end of the whisker 7. Extend r/

and f, over the whisker by use of the constant path and extend £,, i> 1, by use of

the paths just indicated. There results a commutative based diagram with domain A"'.

The projection A' -> A is a based homotopy equivalence, and precomposition with a

chosen homotopy inverse gives the required new maps tj and £,.

Let (G X L)(X) denote the free % X £-space generated by X. Since, by Proposi-

tions 1.9 and 2.5,/, ttx, tt2, and ax are all % X £-maps, there results a commutative

diagram of % X £-spaces and % X £-maps:

CA" «--(G X L)(X)-> 077(6, A")

(B) J       ̂ J^^^ ?2        "^^^^

C(6, D(G<Tx))l-C(G, 77(6, A))-"2 >£00T7(6, A")

Choosing inverses to equivalences, let/ also denote the composite total James map

axTT2TTxxj. When G = % is an operad, or when 6= G(R") and % = Gn, rj is an

equivalence [4, 1.7]. In this case, j is homotopic to f4Tf'. Here f4 is entirely

determined by its restriction to A", which is completely understood, and by the

% X £-structure on the (%x, % X £)-space gT7(6, A).

To see the calculational significance of this assertion, consider mod p homology

for a prime p. If 6 is an Ex operad, then HJOX is a functor of 77„. A". More precisely,

H ¿OX is functorially generated by 77^ A via the Pontryagin product and homology

operations determined by the action of 6 on CA. See [3, 1.4.1], We think of this

structure as additive. With 6 = %, we think of the resulting S-action on 77(6, A") of

Lemma 1.7 as multiplicative. The induced multiplicative Pontryagin product and

homology operations on HstD(G, X) can be read off by passage to filtration

quotients from the additive structure on HJOX. Precisely analogous assertions, but

with a more complicated set of homology operations involved, are valid when

6 = Gn = %. See [3, III.3.1].
Now consider QX. Again H^QX is functorially generated by H^X via the

(additive) Pontryagin product and homology operations determined by the action of

%x. See [3, 1.4.2]. For any Ex ring space, the general formulas of [3, II, §§1-3]

determine the multiplicative Pontryagin product and homology operations on ele-

ments decomposable under the additive Pontryagin product and homology opera-

tions. Although the details have yet to be worked out, it is clear from the geometric
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diagrams on hand that such formulas must also exist for £„ ring spaces. When A is a

%Q-space, QX is a (%x, % X £)-space; when % is 6„ or an Ex operad, we conclude

that the multiplicative Pontryagin product and homology operations on HjQX are

algorithmically determined from this structure on 77,, A. See [3, II, §4] for a more

detailed discussion.

Returning to ß77(6, A"), we conclude that if 6 = § is Gn or an Ex operad, then the

multiplicative Pontryagin product and homology operations on H^QD(Q, X) are

algorithmically determined by 77^A. The total James map /: CA -» QD(Q, X)

converts the additive structure on HjCX to the multiplicative structure on

HJfQD(Q, A"), and we know the restriction of jm to T7+A. We therefore have an

algorithm for the global computation of/„,, To compute the qth James map on

homology, we first compute the total map and then project to the <?th coordinate via

77(6, A) - 77,(6, A").

To see what is going on more clearly, it is useful to redescribe HJtQD(Q, A) in

terms of the composite equivalence

II 077(6, A)"-'' Il QD(G,X)^QD(G,X),
q»0 q^O

where iq: 77,(6, A") -» 77(6, A") is the inclusion and * is the loop sum. Up to

homotopy, the map f4 of diagram (A) is the composite of this equivalence and the

map A -» IT ¡»o QDq(G, X) with coordinates (1, tj,0,. .. ,0,...), where 1 denotes the
TJ

constant map at 1 G S° C QS°, tj denotes the composite A^T7,(6, A") C

QDX(Q, A), and the remaining coordinates are constant at 0. Since we are using

weak infinite products,

HÁ II QDqiG, X)\ = Cg) H,QDq(G, X).
V <?>0 ' q^O

In H¿¿D(Q, X), the tensor products here become loop sums, in line with the fact

that H^QD(G, X) is generated under the additive Pontryagin product and homology

operations by

T7,77(e, A) =   2 H*Dq(G, X).
<?>o

We refer to Kuhn [6,7] for concrete calculations and geometric applications based

on these ideas and turn to homotopical, rather than homological, implications of our

study of operad actions.

If G„ X G acts on a space A", then there is an Ai-fold classifying space £"A" =

£(2", C„ X L, X) and a natural map t : A" -» ß"£"A which is a weak equivalence if

A" is connected and a group completion in general (if ai > 2). See [9, §13] and, for the

nonconnected case, [10, §2] and [3, p. 487, # 11]. In our theory we often begin with

multiplicative actions by 6„ X £ on ring spaces A". Unless we shrink to appropriate

unit components, ñ"£"A" will be trivial (due to the presence of zero).

Identify \lq>]QDq(G, X) with the unit subspace of Uq3.oQD (Q, X), namely the

subspace consisting of those points whose 0th coordinate is 1. A compatible

embedding of g(V ?a,, 77,(6, A")) in QD(Q, X) is obtained by mapping a point/to
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the loop sum 1 * (Qi)(f), where i : V flS,, 77,(6, A") -> 77(6, A") is the natural based

inclusion and 1 is the unit element. We write

(7077(6, A") - q( V 77,(6, A"))

for this unit space.

Upon restriction to unit subspaces of the targets of the maps £, we can apply the

functor B" to the entire diagram (B) when % = Qn. In particular, inverting equiva-

lences, we obtain a map B"j : B"CX -* B"UQD(G, X) and a homotopy commutative

diagram

CA-► UQD(G, X)

i i

Q«BnCX-—-> Sl"B"UQD(G, A").

Thus j becomes an Ai-fold loop map upon group completion. If A" is connected, the

maps i are equivalences and we conclude that/ itself is an Ai-fold loop map.

When % = Gx, or any other Ex operad, we can carry out precisely the same

discussion with ai = oo. Here £°° is to be interpreted as the spectrum-valued functor

of [9, §14], and ß°° is to be interpreted as the Oth space functor from spectra to

spaces. In this case,/ is an infinite loop map if A" is connected.

At this writing, these facts are more curious than useful, and further investigation

is certainly called for. One would like to identify the spaces involved, in particular

£"CA" and Ü"B"UQD(&, A"). For the latter, we have the following weakly homotopy

commutative diagram (at least if 7r0A"is countable):

TJ QDq(G, X) -> £7077(6, A")
q>\

i

X QDq(G, A")..-Ü"B"UQD(G, X)

Here the left arrow is the inclusion of the weak infinite product in the full infinite

product. We proved in [2, 1.7] that the latter is a grouplike multiphcative 77-space,

and [2, 1.2] gives the dotted arrow. It seems reasonable to conjecture that the dotted

arrow is a weak equivalence. If A" is connected, then 77,(6, X) is (q — l)-connected

and all maps in the diagram are weak equivalences. In general, verification of the

conjecture would require better understanding of the homology of infinite products

than we possess.

We can identify B"CX in many interesting cases. If G = Gn, then B"CX is

equivalent to 2"A~ by [9, 13.1(vii)]. Of course, this conclusion carries over to the case

6 = G(R"). Much more generally, Caruso [1] has proven that B"C(R" X Y, X) is

equivalent to C(Y, 2"A") for any weak metric space Y.
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